DEVELOPMENT MAP
DOMAIN 1

Teaching collaboratively
for the best learning
outcome for every child.

As you work through the map, ask yourselves ‘What stage of development are we at?’ and ‘Is what we are doing
within our Kāhui Ako making a difference to the progress and achievement of every child and young person?’
Establishing
Pre-approval,
achievement challenges,
recruitment and planning

Developing
Shifting from co-operation
to collaboration

Embedding
Collaboration leads
to collective impact

We are sharing information on our
respective teaching practices and
working together on how to change
our teaching/instructional practice.

SHARING AND
IMPROVING
TEACHING PRACTICE
See ERO Communities of Learning
| Kāhui Ako: Working towards
collaborative practice p.12–13

We are engaging our teachers
(school and early learning) in the
formation of our Kāhui Ako.

Our Across and Within School Teachers
are observing teacher practice,
developing models for improvement
and working out how to share the
good practice needed to tackle our
achievement challenges.

We are recruiting Across and Within
School Teachers and planning for
how they might be deployed.

We are using findings from cycles
of collaborative inquiry to improve
teaching/instructional practice.
We are using collaborative inquiry to
improve teaching/instructional practice
to tackle our achievement challenges.
Our Across and Within School Teachers
are driving a shared view of teacher
best practice across all of our members
and supporting inquiries into how this
practice can lift achievement.

We use and regularly refine our
local integrated curriculum, which
we have developed with parents and
our communities. Our curriculum
connects learning with local and
regional employment opportunities.
We are developing and implementing
a local integrated curriculum for the
full learner pathway of the children
and young people in our Kāhui Ako.

We are setting achievement challenges.

We have a plan to improve teaching
and learning capability across our
Kāhui Ako in early learning, primary
and secondary schooling. This
includes the use of Expert Partners,
Professional Learning and Development,
and Learning Support expertise.

IMPROVING
CAPABILITY

We work together to evaluate the
impact of these changes and adjust
our practice to have the greatest
impact on our children and young
people’s progress and achievement.

We are shifting teachers within our Kāhui
Ako so the strongest teachers are with
the students that need them most.
We are identifying the key elements
of the curriculum (The New Zealand
Curriculum, Te Marautanga o Aotearoa
and Te Whāriki) that are common
across our Kāhui Ako to tackle
our achievement challenges.

OUR CURRICULUM

Fully functioning
Collaboration is systemic,
sustainable, self improving,
connected beyond

We have identified our specific
strengths and needs in teaching
capability across our Kāhui Ako to
deliver our achievement challenges.

We are implementing our plan
to improve teaching and learning
capability across our Kāhui Ako.
We can show evidence of
improved teaching capability.

We systematically work together
to review and improve teaching
and learning capability across
our Kāhui Ako. This is informed
by evidence and feedback from
learners and our community. We can
demonstrate how this is delivering
improved progress and achievement.

We can show evidence of a lift
in student achievement.
We are learning from each other across
our early learning, school, tertiary
and other member organisations.
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